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1. Abstract
The immediate implantation, goes for the placement of the implants immediately after an extraction or a major oral surgery. In
this case we face a second challenge, which is to be considered as a
primary one, at the best of it: the pros and cons of these decisions,
which might lead to the success or the failure of the surgical interventions. We as doctors have to choose wisely between the options
of one or more sessions, according to the specific conditions of
the cases.
1.1. Purpose: Our aim is to argue pro one session immediate implantation; despite of the primary diseases such as bone destruction due to the presence of cystic masses or other formations. We
include here even immediate loading of the implants, even though
these are two different concepts. So the theoretical question but
basically a practical one is: should we consider this approach of
solution? Or the taken risk might jeopardize the success of the surgical intervention?

2. Material and Methodology
In this article, it we are based in the cases treated in our clinic.
Through the cases chosen for this discussion, we aim to bring to
the table the experience and the results from the clinical and the
theoretic and practical point of view.
2.1. Presentation
The patients want perfection and a quick job. This is one of the
challenges while deciding the protocole of the surgical and prosthetic procedure (even thought this last one is a temporary one).
The esthetics, which nowadays goes along with the function rehabilitation, makes the decission taking, even more difficult.
In some cases, the patient isn`t ours, they are "doctor jumpers", in
some other cases, they are not so regular about the check up, and
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the reason they come to the clinic is the pain and disturb, or by
chance we discover the silent pathology in a radiography.
Our goal is to place immediate implants trying to preserve the
tissues, contours and dimensions of the alveolar process [1]. In
cases where we have extractions of one or more teeth, atraumatic
extraction is essential when we want to place immediate implants
[8].
We have found even extreme cases of bone loss (for example, removable dentures kept for more than 15 years), and the decidion of
the patients wanting a drastic change of the lower third part of the
OMF region, with problems of mastication, fetor ex oris, and the
need of the adjustment of all the dental arch.
We refer to the cystic formations, with no further infections, but at
the same time, developed in silence has caused bone destruction.
As they are asympthomatic, might cause deformations of the face
due to the expansion and dectrustion of the bone, necrosis and resorbion of the teeth included in the area. This leads to a maloclusion in worst of the scenarios. But it should be noted that even if
the conditions are not favorable, an alternative approach may have
some advantages [2].
Patients refer nevralgic pain and we need a careful anamnesis, 2D
and 3D Ro diagnostic examination, so to be more precise during
the surgical procedure of the immediate implantation [13, 15]. A
preoperative CBCT may be too much useful [26].
We should take into consideration every anomaly of the dental
arch to make sure that the chosen procedure is the best, and to
avoid every later sympthomatic reference to our intervention [15].
The normal procedure considers a period of six months, but even
after this period of time, we`re not sure of the bone formation,
and we had to make an immediate implantation loading, and the
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regenerations seems to take a longer time. Nowadays, enriched
plasma is widely implemented, giving us greater success opportunities [21]. What`s more important, is to ensure long-term implant
sustainability through successful bone regeneration and with as
few complications and surgical stages as possible.

cussion some interventions (figure 2c). Even the method or technique of removing the the tooth is very important in such cases 6,
10, 11.

2.2. Clinical Cases

After opening the mucosal-periosteal limb, tooth extraction and
bone cleaning, damage to the cortical part of the alveolar process
is evident (Figure 2d).

Patient K.M, 60, male, comes to our clinic after an edema of the
‘Fossa Caninae dextra’ region, previously treated by his doctor.
Graphics and clinical appearance (Figure 1a, b) show not only 11
fracture but also chronic inflammation in the periapical area.
The patient refuses to stay without teeth.
As a possible option is partial mini-prosthetics after tooth extraction with or without immediate implant placement.
In our opinion, any manipulation without immediate placement of
the implant would give atrophic resorption with aesthetic impact
which would require not only a lot of time to fix but without dis-

We have decided for ‘Immediate post-extractive implant with immediate load’.

In our case the valid ‘Sticky bone’ was definitely used not only to
replace the lost bone 24 (Figure 3e). It is also worth noting that the
different models of implants affect the biomechanics of the environment where the immediate implant is placed [21]. In our cases
the ‘BioniQ Lasak Implant System’ has been used.
The implant was placed, ensuring the primary stability, which is
very important for the well-being of the work [20]. The suprastructure was placed directly and then the wound was closed for a maximum of 72 hours. The patient has been in a follow up procedure.

Figure 1: Chronic inflammation in the periapical area

Figure 2: Removing of tooth

Figure 3: BioniQ Lasak Implant System
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3. Case 2
Patient K.B 28 years old, female, come to our clinic with problems
in the region [25, 26],
We diagnosed a fractured prosthetics, and so is even the 26, while
the panoramic graph (figure 4) shows problems of a destructive
nature in this region. The indisputable demand of the patient was
the immediate placement of the teeth.
The intervention proposed by us was: ‘Immediate placement of
implants with immediate load’ (figure 5).

After the opening of the mucosal-periosteal limb, the destruction
of the alveolar process in the 26th region is distinguished, making
it difficult not only for the immediate load but also for the placement of the implant.
However, implants were placed and the wound was closed ‘per
primum’ (figure 6).
After 72 hours, the placement of the temporary teeth is completed
(figure 7). The patient's condition is good. The case is being followed up.

Figure 4: Panoramic graph

Figure 5: Placement of implants with immediate load’

Figure 6: Wound was closed ‘per primum
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Figure 7: Placement of the temporary teeth

4. Discussion
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Black and Kent emphasize that immediate implantation has many
advantages over normal, because according to them, this method is
less traumatic, the direction of implant placement is better, having
the root axis, the loss of time is less, the pacement of the implant
id deeper.
The authors Pecara, Asmau gives us data that the success of the
immediate implant in five years is 94.1%, and there are even authors who think that the immediate implant is better than the normal implant.
Failure according to surgeon Gelb accounts for about 2-7% of cases with immediate implantation.

5. Results
The decision to continue the implantation process in cases of cystic pathology may also be actively decided during the surgical intervention, but it is advisable that this intervention be considered
primary by the physician at the time of planning the intervention.
Patient blood processing, differentiation of enriched elements regardless of their spin time and labeling is a very positive factor that
gives us a high success rate, so its application as a standard procedure is one more reason to stick to the idea of a single intervention.

6. Conclusion
Immediate implantation presents some significant advantages but
which rely absolutely on the professionalism of the physician. 1525% loss in width and 2-4 mm in height of jaw bone, partially
used tooth axis, reduces healing time but can also add to reduced
patient cost.
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